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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0168581A1] 1. Supporting and centering device for automatic railway train couplings having an automatic coupling head (9) which is
pivotably articulated, possibly on a sideways deflectably mounted hand coupling hook (7), in front of the buffer beam (1) carrying side buffers (2), the
said buffers (2) being designed as spring members for the coupling head (9) and the said coupling head (9) being coupled by transmission linkages
(11) located in a mirror-inverted arrangement to either side of the head, with buffer parts (4) sprung against the buffer beam (1), wherein each
transmission linkage (11) has a transmission lever (13) extending in front of or below the buffer beam (1) at essentially no more than a small angle
to this beam, one end of the said transmission lever (13) being articulated on the coupling head (9) beneath a horizontal plane which can be placed
through the point of articulation of the coupling head (9), whereas the other end of the said lever (13) is articulated on the buffer beam (1) close to
the associated buffer (2), and wherein the transmission lever (13) is coupled between these articulations, close to that on the buffer beam (1), via
a tension member (16) with a sprung part (4) of the buffer (2), at least one of the end articulations of the transmission lever (13) being horizontally
displaceable at right-angles to the railway vehicle.
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